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CHAPTER 2

Condition of Freedom of Religion/
Belief 2014

A. Introduction 

Chapter II will particularly describe about condition of freedom 
of religion/belief in 2014. From time coverage side is in a specific range 
by 2014, even it is possible the comparative approach in the analysis 
on some of the findings only. This chapter is presented by consistent 
display technique, so those findings could be juxtaposed linearly 
with the previous same matters. The main data in this part could be 
considered to previous data in order to record the dynamic condition 
on freedom of religion/belief in Indonesia. 

This part also describes certain conditions which confiscate 
public attention and general condition on freedom of religion/belief 
in Indonesia during 2014. General condition was analyzed from 
observation data, both in quantitative or qualitative. Whereas, special 
condition is presented in accordance to investigation research and 
certain monitoring that are performed by SETARA Institute through 
some observers in related regions. 

By considering actuality, intensity, significance, and urgency 
in order to take adequate solution by the government and related 
parties, so SETARA Institute will publish certain monitoring from 
three locations, such as Aceh for Qanun Jinayat problem, Jakarta about 
FPI’s rejection on Ahok relating to his religion/belief, and Jogja about 
worship invasion and destruction on places of worship. 
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Systematically, content in this chapter will be begun from the 
findings of the Monitoring of Violations on Freedom of Religion/Belief 
that contains quantitative data and analysis that are relevant regarding 
some aspect of the violations. Then it is finalized by some Special Report 
of Freedom of Relgion/Belief. With consideration of the issue resolving 
urgency and to avoid repetition of many times reviewed issues like 
the annual reports in previous years, so SETARA Institute decided to 
present three results analysis and investigation, i.e. for Qanun Jinayat 
in Aceh, the rejection of Ahok’s leadership based on his/her religion/
belief in Jakarta, and the worship invasion and places of worship in 
Yogyakarta.

B. The Findings of The Violations Monitoring on Freedom of 
Religion/Belief 

In 2014 SETARA Institute noted 134 violations events on freedom 
of religion/belief with 177 in the form of actions1 which spreaded into 
26 provinces. By the time, the highest occurrence happened on May, 
about 20 events. Next consecutively happened on December (19 events), 
January (13 events), February, September and October (severally 11 
events), September (12 events), August (12 events), and November 
(9 events). Then on Marc and April 9 events happened, and August 
8 events. Whilst, lowest number happened on July and November, 
severally 5 events. (See Chart 1 and 2)

Chart 1.
The number of incident and act of Violation
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Chart 2.
Spread of Monthly Event Occurrence

From the locus side, West Java again ranked first of the most fertile 
areas of violations on freedom of religion/belief in 2014, namely the 
number of events by 27. If compared with last year, this number sharply 
decreases from 80 events in 2013. 

Followed by 3 provinces other with in two digit number; East Java 
(21), Central Java (16), and DKI Jakarta (13 events). Whilst, the province 
with up to minimum number of 5 events is Aceh (7 events), Bali (6 
events), and South Sulawesi Selatan (5 events). [See Chart 3]. Thereby, 
despite a decline from last year number, the number of violations is 
still very high, with an average of 18.5 events and actions 24.33 every 
month. The highest spread region is also not much changed, besides of 
the increasing number of violations happened in North Sumatera. (See 
Chart 3)

West Java, in recent years, is not changed as the province with 
highest violation event number on freedom of religion/belief. Some 
supporting factors of that condition occurrence is not too much 
changed. Regulation existence which could ignite violation on freedom 
of religion/belief in West Java are also not shifting, either in provincial 
or district/city level. 
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The intolerance group that become actor during the time in 
various event and action, are also not too much transformated. Group 
which oftenly perform violation and intolerance, especially in district/
city region such as Bandung, Tasikmalaya, Cianjur, and other, are still 
exist and consolidated.  

Besides that, weak of pluralism management and 
multiculturalism by local government also contributes to maintain 
the intolerance condition. West Java that demographically becomes 
the biggest region in Indonesia – and therefore, pluralism in west 
Java is more complicated – needs sophisticated management and 
governance. Weak of management on pluralism by local government 
also determine that freedom of religion/belief is conducive or not in 
one region. In this scope, provincial government of West Java has no 
significant resolution. 

The pluralism in West Java also becomes one of determinants. 
Sociologically, Islam development in West Java is little bit unique, 
different from Social Islam context that evolve in East Java or 
Central Jawa – another two big provinces in Indonesia. If this matter 
meet disability of local province, either political leader or religious 
leader, in embedding and teaching about tolerance in existing socio-
cultural arena, so it will be a potency of big tolerance destroyer on 
religion/belief.

The weak of citizens’ awareness on grass root level, also 
supporting the escalation number of violation event on freedom of 
religion/belief in West Java. Public tends to be permissive against 
intolerance actions happened. Initiatives in local level to build 
a conducive religious life for freedom of religion/belief in Tatar 
Pasundan are too much weak.  
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Chart 3.
Region Spread of Violation Occurrence 

How is the map of violation events on freedom of religion/belief in 
West Java in 2014? [See Chart 4]. Violation events in West Java spread 
into 10 cities/districts with highest diffusion happened in Bandung (8 
events), Bekasi and Cirebon Regency (severally 5 events), followed by 
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Ciamis Regency (3 events), and another 6 regencies/cities severally 1 
event. 

Chart 4.
Spread of Event in Regency/City of West Java

By using actor category which ordinary to be used in human rights 
discipline, violation on freedom of religion/belief can be categorized 
into two, namely action which done by the state and violation action 
that is not done by non-state actor. In 2014, 177 violations on freedom 
of religion as much as 86 times involves state actor and 122 involves 
non-state actor [See Table 1 and 2]. Whilst, actions which are done by 
the state namely 62 actions2, whereas 115 actions are done by non-state 
actor [See Table 3 and 4]. 

That state’s action includes by commission action and by omission 
action, and by rule/judiciary action. The scope of direct state’s action 
includes provocative statements of public officials which condoning. 
Whereas the action of citizens include criminal, condoning by 
society figure, and intolerance. Cumulatively this action classification 
porcentage based on the actor is not too much shifting year by year. 
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Table 1. 
The State Actors 

No. State Actor Action
1 Village supervisory non-commissioned officer  (Babinsa) 1

2 Coordinating Board for Monitoring Mystical Beliefs in 
Society  (Bakorpakem) 1

3 Regent (Bupati) 3
4 District Chief (Camat) 5
5 Aceh Legislative Council (DPRA) 1
6 Regional Leaders Communication Forum (FKPD) 1
7 Governor 1
8 Resort Police Chief (Kapolres) 1
9 Sectoral Police Chief (Kapolsek) 1
10 Sub-District (Kecamatan) 2
11 (Attorney) Kejaksaan 2
12 Ministry of Religious (Kementerian Agama) 3

13 Village Chief/Headman (Kepala Desa/Lurah); The village 
government/Village (Pemerintah desa/kelurahan) 7

14 Police (Kepolisian) 19
15 National and Political Unity Office (Kesbangpol) 6
16 Head of Legislative Council (Ketua DPRD) 1
17 Regional Intelligence Community (Kominda) 1
18 Religious Affair Office (KUA) 1
19 Educational Institution (Lembaga pendidikan) 1
20 Banda Aceh Ulema Consultative Assembly (MPU Aceh) 3
21 Regency Government (Pemkab) 2
22 City Government (Pemkot) 4
23 Court (Pengadilan) 4
24 Indonesian Communion of Churches (PGI) 1
25 Public Order Agency (Satpol PP) 5
26 Indonesian Military (TNI) 6
28 Mayor (Walikota) 2
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In category of state actor, there are 28 state institutions which 
contribute to perform violation on freedom of religion/belief along 2014. 
The top three of state institutions who become violators on freedom of 
religion/belief consecutively are: Police Department (19 actions), the 
Village Government (7), and Indonesian Military and National and 
Political Unity Office (with severally 6 actions). [See chart 1]. 

As the notes, as happened in the last view years, the Police 
Department of Republic of Indonesia is always sitting on the top of 
violators rank for the state actor category. That data showed about 
the weakness of human rights perspective in police department. 
Consequently, the legal actions they done is not to straighten law 
enforcement for human rights protection of all citizens, but in contrary 
to perform violation on minority rights.

Police’s actions by apparatus is not straightening justice for 
violation victims from minority groups in various intolerance cases, 
discrimination, and violence in the name of religion, but instead add 
and multiply suffering of victims with another violations on their rights.

Which is rather unique in 2014 the high violations committed by 
the village government. Even it is a government unit which closest to 
socio-cultural life of society, during the time that village government 
rarely becomes the mainstream violation actor on freedom of religion/
belief that performed by state actor. The high violation by the village 
government in this year indicates intolerance strengthening in 
grassroots that also encourage the involvement of governmental units 
closest to the people to violate freedom of religion/belief.

  
Table 2. 

The Non-State Actors

No.  Non-State Actor Action

1 Indonesian Young Hindu Alliance (AHMI) 1

2 National Anti-Syiah Alliance (Annas) 1

3 Islamic Movement Alliance (API) 1

4 Klaten Young Front (BMK) 1

5 Indonesian Islamic Preaching Council (DDII) 2
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No.  Non-State Actor Action

6 United Betawi Forum (FBB) 1

7 Interfaith Communication Forum (FKUB) 2

8 Defenders Forum of Ahlus Sunnah Wal Jamaah 1

9 Indonesian Ulema Forum (FUUI) 1

10 Islamic People’s Forum (FUI) 6

11 Anti-Cult Front (FAAS) 1

12 Front of Islamic Jihad (FJI) 1

13 Islam Defenders Front (FPI) 13

14 Islamic Movement of Defending Ahlul Bait and Friends 
(GIBAS) 2

15 Islamic Movement Reformer (Garis) 1

16 Jakarta Social Movement (GMJ) 1

17 Muslim Movement for Aqeedah Rescue (Gempa) 1

18 Minahasa Masehi Injili Church (GMIM) 1

19 Youth Movement of Ansor (GP Ansor) 1

20 Indonesian Preacher Association (Ikadi) 1

21 Ansharut Tauhid Worshipers (JAT) 2

22 Tabligh Worshipers (Jemaah Tabligh) 2

23 Kota Baru Youth Group 1

24 Security Comment of Muhammadiyah Klaten (KOKAM 
Muhamamdiyah Klaten)  1

25 Laskar Mujahidin 2

26 Defender Laskar for Islam (LPI) 1

27 Solo Muslim Laskar (LUIS) 1

28 Cult Hunter Institution (LPAS) 1

29 Educational Institution 3

30 Islamic Research and Study Institute (LPPI) 1
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No.  Non-State Actor Action

31 Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) 15

32 Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) 1

33 Islamic Organization 5

34 Ahlus Sunnah Defenders (PAS) 1

35 Company 1

36 STP Bali 1

37 The Hindu Center of Indonesia 1

38 Religious Figure 1

39 Resident 41

Total 122

Compared to last year, violation that performed by state decreasing, 
namely “just” 39 actions, whereas 117 actions. The low number action of 
this state in 2014, such as caused by political context of 2014, and where 
the Election year the state apparatus from central level on to the lowest 
level of village are preoccupied by activities and steps of legislative and 
presidential election. 

By the action category, most of action performed by state actor 
are by commission namely 88,7%, whereas action by omission namely 
8,1%, the rest are regulation by rule/judiciary namely 3,2%. The high 
number of indirect action performed by the state of violations on 
freedom of religion/belief is describing the weak of human rights 
perspective among state apparatus. [See Table 3]

Table 3.
Violation Action Forms performed by State Actors

No. Kinds of Action Amount

1 Condoning 5

2 Discrimination 9
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3 Intimidation 2

4 Intolerance 2

5 Discriminative Policy 1

6 Discriminative Policy 1

7 Restriction on Worship 2

8 Restriction on religion activities 5

9 Restriction to wear Jilbab (Islamic Scarf) 1

10 Coercion on belief 1

11 Coercion to worship 1

12 Omission 5

13 Criminal Prosecution on Charge of Religion Blasphemy 10

14 Rejection and Restriction to build house of worship 4

15 Sealing on house of worship 7

16 Missdirection 5

17 Vandalism on House of Worship 1

  Amount 62

Table 4.
The Non-State Actors 

No.  Non-State Actor Action

1 Indonesian Young Hindu Alliance (AHMI) 1

2 National Anti-Syiah Alliance (Annas) 1

3 Islamic Movement Alliance (API) 1

4 Klaten Young Front (BMK) 1

5 Indonesian Islamic Preaching Council (DDII) 2

6 United Betawi Forum (FBB) 1

7 Interfaith Communication Forum (FKUB) 2
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No.  Non-State Actor Action

8 Defenders Forum of Ahlus Sunnah Wal Jamaah 1

9 Indonesian Ulema Forum (FUUI) 1

10 Islamic People’s Forum (FUI) 6

11 Anti-Cult Front (FAAS) 1

12 Islalmic Jihad Front (FJI) 1

13 Islam Defenders Front (FPI) 13

14 Islamic Movement of Defending Ahlul Bait and Friends 
(GIBAS) 2

15 Islamic Movement Reformer (Garis) 1

16 Jakarta Social Movement (GMJ) 1

17 Muslim Movement for Aqeedah Rescue (Gempa) 1

18 Minahasa Masehi Injili Church (GMIM) 1

19 Youth Movement of Ansor (GP Ansor) 1

20 Indonesian Preacher Association (Ikadi) 1

21 Ansharut Tauhid Worshipers (JAT) 2

22 Tabligh Worshipers (Jemaah Tabligh) 2

23 Kota Baru Youth Group 1

24 Security Comment of Muhammadiyah Klaten (KOKAM 
Muhamamdiyah Klaten)  1

25 Laskar Mujahidin 2

26 Defender Laskar for Islam (LPI) 1

27 Solo Muslim Laskar (LUIS) 1

28 Cult Hunter Institution (LPAS) 1

29 Educational Institution 3

30 Islamic Research and Study Institute (LPPI) 1

31 Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) 15

32 Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) 1
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No.  Non-State Actor Action

33 Islamic Organization 5

34 Ahlus Sunnah Defenders (PAS) 1

35 Company 1

36 STP Bali 1

37 The Hindu Center of Indonesia 1

38 Religious Figure 1

39 Resident 41

Total 122

From the victim’s side, violation on freedom of religion/belief in 
2014 befalls on various victim groups, from resident to president. The 
biggest victims in electoral year is religious sect. They became victims in 
36 events in many forms of actions. The next bigger victims group is the 
Christians. They became victims in 25 violations. Syi’ah pilgrims became 
the next bigger victims, namely 15 events. The Muslim3 and Ahmadiyah 
became the next victims. They became victims in 12 violations. Whereas 
the Ahmadiyah pilgrims became victims in 11 violations. [See Table 5].

Table 5.
Violation Victim Group 

Victims Amount

Ahmadiyah 11

Religious sect 36

Mystical belief 7

Baha’i 1

Regent 1

Governor 2
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Victims Amount

Guru Bantil 1

Individual 10

Journalist 1

Employees 1

Konghuchu 1

Students 3

Preacher 1

Civil Servant (PNS) 1

President 1

Syiah 15

Buddhist 1

Hindus people 2

Moslem 12

Christians 25

Resident 5

  138

Particularly, house of worship which suspectible to interference 
significantly. There are 27 actions which disturbs house of worship 
physically. The disturbance of house of worship in that event was 
documented in 2014 with mostly pointed to the Churches, namely 14 
events. The Mosque became target of disturbance in 8 events. The rest 
is house of worship of Mystical Belief in 3 events, and Temple (Pura) in 
2 events. [See Table 6]. 
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Table 6.
House of Worship that Suspectible to interference 

NO House of Worship Amount

1 Church 14
2 Mosque 8
3 House of Worship of Mystical Belief 3
4 Temple (Pura) 2

C. Some of Prominent Cases  in 2014

1. Case of Jakarta: Discrimination on Ahok and FPI 
Dissolation Dilemma4

One of the actual issues in Jakarta which related to religion/
belief in 2014 is about rejection some Islamic groups, especially 
Islam Defenders Front (FPI) that rejecting leadership of Basuki 
Thahaja Purnama (Ahok) as the Governor of Jakarta because 
he is a non-muslim one. The intolerance political model which 
improved by FPI in rejecting Ahok’s leadership is a relatively new 
intolerance approach. 

Of KontraS’ assessment, there is a shift which became FPI’s 
focus, namely to take care more of alcohol problem (miras), than 
to respond the existence of minority group such as Ahmadiyah. 
This makes FPI more excited to criticize and to protest policies 
made by Ahok, because of alcohol permit problem.5

That rejection on Ahok’s leadership occurs in many places. 
It became more increasing, so many report told that preachers in 
Friday prayers campaigned ti reject Ahok through the reason in 
the name of Islam. About Ahok is heaten, so the Moslem should 
perform Jihad to reject Ahok to be the governor of DKI Jakarta. 
This is quietly enough to colouring situation in last three or four 
months.6 

The emergence phenomenon of this political intolerance has 
broad impact, because finally the same resistant appeared in many 
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regions where Muslim is not as majority there. Many non-muslim 
group also sounds that because non-muslim as majority, so it 
means that the region should be led by non-muslim also. 

Whlist Indonesia is a republic country that gives similar 
chance for all citizens, no matter the religion and political 
orientation.7

Many violation perpformed by FPI (Islamic Defenders 
Forum) in this country, the more advanced is about anarchism and 
demonstration of rejecting Ahok’s leadership. And it is actually 
breaking the fact that Indonesia as unitary state. The unitary state 
has various languanges, cultures, ethnics, religions and others. 
Violation that lies on religious difference fondation, can not be 
justified. Because the founding fathers of Unitary State of Republic 
of Indonesia had decided that this nation’s slogan is Bhineka 
Tunggal Ika.

About FPI establishment, according to KH.Maftuh Kholil, 
Head of PCNU Bandung, there is something ridiculous. Besides 
organization establishment that still relatively new, background of 
that establishment was also different with NU and Muhammadiyah.8 
FPI establishment that initiated by Habib Rizieq, former chairman 
of PCNU Jakarta, that called by Kiagus Zaenal as hard-line 
organization in Jakarta.9 FPI was established on August 17, 1998, 
initiated by 4 Generals of Civillian Security Force in Wiranto’s 
time, and Nugroho Jayusman from police department.10

Some differences of FPI and NU actually almost same with 
NU’s spirit, but the differences is while informed and not giving 
news only, so it was beaten. That’s a young man. But through the 
process in FPI also, it is not different with NU. NU becomes wise 
because of it seems like old man in its missionary endeavour. 
If FPI as the young man looked the Nahi Munkar only, not in 
private, but there’s someone move about it, so it just seems want to 
envenom generation. FPI just straight to the point that to make sin 
is natural, and all the people agree that if all people in the world are 
pious, so we just waiting for doomsday. But a sin or places as the 
disobedience media still supported by people behind in order to 
destruct islam, so FPI will take part there.11

And so the violence with background of politics and freedom 
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of expression cannot be justified as well. Disaggreement of someone 
or group against a legal selected public official through election, 
cannot serve as a basis to justifying in the name on freedom of 
expression. Basuki Tjahaja Purnama (Ahok), who officially 
inaugurated by the President Ir. Joko Widodo as the Governor of 
Special Capital Region of Jakarta, is legitimate governor. Therefore, 
all action which states disagreement should be performed through 
the existing law.

FPI’s demonstration and some Islamic Society Organization 
which demanding his resign, and performed with violence. The 
victims from law enforcement apparatus, namely police and also 
some of FPI’s members, must be seen not only as the vertical 
violence between citizen and state, but also more than that. 
Political motive cannot be removed by seeing this violence. Plus, 
FPI included as mass organization that often perform violence. 
Religion difference cannot be blamed anymore for someone to sit 
on a public position. Even to be the majority citizen, but Indonesia 
is not an Islamic state. For that reason, every citizen has equal right 
to choose or to be choosen in an electoral moment.

FPI’s existence in Pancasila country actually seems like thorn 
in the flesh of democracy of Pancasila country. Its presence often 
to be problematic, but the state cannot muzzle the FPI’s existence 
because of consideration on freedom of association and assembly. 
Therefor, while the state cannot perform significant politico-
yuridis action, the society pricesely has its own initiative to reject 
the existence of FPI. 

According to Tempo’s note, therse are rejection action of 
society against the existence of FPI in some regions.12  First, is 
rejected by Dayak Tribe in Central Kalimantan. Some mass 
organizations and Dayak Tribe people outface the plan of FPI’s 
establishment in Central Kalimantan province. They assessed 
FPI is a mass organization which identic to vilence, and it is not 
appropriate with the culture of Dayak Tribe, namely Huma Betang 
that has meaning unity in diversity. 

Second, the rejection performed by Muslim Silat Fighter in Kediri. 
The Head of the Indonesian Muslim Silat Action Movement (GASMI), 
Zainal Abidin, strictly rejects the existence of FPI in Kediri, 
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East Java. This silat fighter organization even thwarted the plan 
of FPI’s establishment in Kediri.  Gus Bidin – the nickname of 
Zainal Abidin – asking member of FPI discouraged to continue 
that organization, if they do not want to face Muslim silat fighters. 
Because, he assessed that FPI already became scourge for Islam 
struggle. By the reason to perform missionary endeavour, their 
attitude precisely indulgence the power. 

Third, is rejection by college students in Kupang. When 
celebrating Hari Sumpah Pemuda, October 28, 2013, dozen of 
college students performed rejection on existence of FPI and 
Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia (HTI). According to them, the presence of 
those both organizations is in contrary to the principle of Bhineka 
Tunggal Ika. The action coordinator, Ilo said that this action is a 
form of youth apprehensive against the nation’s life which become 
more intervened by hard-line organization which ignore the values 
of bhineka. “We demand to the government to disband FPI and 
HTI as soon as possible,” he said. 

Fourth, is blocked by Wonosobo resident. Some Wonosobo 
resident, Central Java, blocked the Head of FPI Central Java, 
Syihabudin after he gave missionary endeavour on recitation at 
Bowongso village, Kalikajar. They offended because of speech 
content of Syihabudin who does not like the Banser activity – 
wing organization of NU – that monitoring church while worship 
activity occurs.

Fifth, is endangered to be sweeping in Tulungagung. The 
Alliance of Tulungagung Residents Love Peace to reject FPI’s plan 
to declare itself in Tulungagung, East Java. “We won’t Tulungagung 
be littered by people who justified violence,” said Maliki Nusantara, 
the spokesman of the alliance, Monday, October 27, 2014. Maliki 
said will do sweeping to member of FPI if it dares to do mischief. 
Even they are ready to do chaos if necessary. Because, the track 
record of FPI at this time is assessed bad and tarnish the image of 
Islam. 

Sixth, is required to be dispersed by people in Pontianak. 
Thousands people get together in Rumah Betang, at Jalan Sutoyo, 
Pontianak on Thursday, March 15, 2012. They request FPI chapter 
West Kalimantan to be dispersed. They came from regions which 
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directly bordered with Pontianak city, such as Sei Ambawang and 
Mandor. This conflict was triggered by chaos issue, the aftermath 
of banner decline riotous on FPI rejection in West Kalimantan.

But, that rejection seems not discourage intolerant attitudes, 
including against formal symbols of local government, namely 
Governor. That rejection performed through democratic political 
channel instrument, but in order to eroding democratic institution 
itself. 

On October 3, 2014, about 200 demonstrants fron Islam 
Defenders Front (FPI), Defenders Movement for Prophet’s 
Ummah, and Islamic Defenders Paramilitary Troops pelted the 
police with buffalo dung that wrapped using black plastic bag. That 
dung was thrown while chaos happened with the official in front 
of DPD’s building, Jakarta, Jalan Kebon Sirih, Central Jakarta, on 
Friday, October 3, 2014. They also threw another official by using 
stones. So, it caused four police injured. They are Brigadier Two 
Dede Miftah, Brigadier Two Fatta, Brigadier Two Disman and 
Brigadier two Fauzu Amaluddin. Four of them suffered head 
injured.13 One of police injured by slashes of sharp weapon while 
participates in demonstration rejection on Islam Defenders Front 
in Regional Representatives Council (DPRD) Jakarta. Brigadier 
Wanda Brianzabata, member of Directorat of General Criminal 
Investigation, was injured on her right and left hands because of 
the samurai slashes.14

The Chairman of Islam Defenders Front, Muchsin Alatas said 
that the chaos happenen in demonstration in front of City Council 
building of DKI Jakarta is a mistake of Vice Governor of DKI, 
Basuki Tjahaja Purnama (Ahok). “We’re never being anarchist. 
That occurred because if Ahok’s crew provocation. According to 
Muchsin, while FPI demonstrated on October 3, 2014, there are 
some unknown people came. We suspected that they are Ahok’s 
crew.15

The Jakarta Police Office, General Inspector Unggung 
Cahyono assessed the demonstrants who rejected Basuki Tjahaja 
Purnama or Ahok to be Governor of DKI Jakarta replacing Joko 
Widodo intends to make scene. Those anti-Ahok demonstrants 
consist of Islam Defenders Front (FPI), Defender Movement for 
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Prophet’s Followers, and Islamic Defenders Army. That assessment, 
according to Unggung, based on the proved that seized by the 
official of demonstrants. “They were deliberately bringing stones 
and other instruments to make scene,” Unggung said that the 
demonstrants are deliberately to find momentum to make scene. 
The way is by doing demonstration in front of the City Council’s 
building of DKI Jakarta, on jalan Kebon Sirih. Whereas, permit 
they submitted is to demonstrate in Jalan Medan Merdeka Selatan.16 

Polda Metro Jaya has arrested 21 members of FPI in relation 
to the scene of FPI’s demonstrants. The police said that they have 
enough proofs to assign FPI’s members to be the suspects. They 
did criminal actions, such as to fight the police and destroyed, and 
assaulted as well. The Jakarta Police Department has not found 
Habib Novel Bamukmin, one of top brass of Islam Defenders 
Front. He considered as responsible person on last FPI’s anarchist 
action on Friday, October 3.17 

Police in the second stage submit about 17 from 21 members 
of FPI who suspected as perpetrator of rejection demonstration 
on Ahok to the the Governor of DKI Jakarta. But nevertheless, 
they re-arresting in Police Headquarter of Metro Jaya (Mapolda) 
as entrusted prisoners of attorney. The suspects charged by Article 
170 of Criminal Code (KUHP) about jointly beatings against 
someone or something, and or Article 160 of Criminal Code 
(KUHP) about provocation and or Article 214 of Crimnal Code 
(KUHP) about of fighting the officers with in-jailed punishment 
for more than 5 years. The case file of 21 FPI’s members, have been 
stated completely or P21 by the Jakarta Chief Public Presecutor 
(Kejaksaan Tinggi Jakarta) on Monday, December 1, 2014. So, the 
second stage submission or suspect submission and the proofs are 
just performed today.18 

The FPI’s action instantly ignites FPI’s dissolution itself. Some 
elements calling the dissolution, but the government seems not 
to enthusiastic to do that dissolution. The Head of the Criminal 
Investigation of Police Headquarters, General Suhardi Alius regret 
the government who not to dissolve FPI. Whereas, Suhardi said, 
FPI have no too much track record in breaking the rules. “But the 
police have no authority to do anything related to that organization 
existence,”19 
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The spokesman of Police Headquarters, General Inspector 
Ronny Franky Sompie said that the Police institution ready to 
give testimony related to Islam Defenders Front if it is necessary.20 
Director of Politics and Nation Integrity of Ministry of Internal 
Affairs, Tanri Balilamo said that the dissolution of Islam Defenders 
Front organization must go through long process. According to 
him, its mechanism should appropriate with regulation Number 
17 Year 2013 about Mass organization. “It is usually firstly adjusted 
by the violation and sanction which will be given by one of that 
organizations. It needs long time to make it. There are some 
steps to be done, the first is by giving written warning in three 
times. Then aid revocation or grant from government. So asking 
consideration from the Supreme Court as the Judiciary body to 
revoke the certificate of registered. 

If that ormas is in provincial level, Tanri said, the party 
entitled to publish the consideration is Chief Public Prosecutor 
(Kejaksaan Tinggi), Regional Police Chief and the Chairman of 
Local Legislative Council. Then that mass organization’s external 
activities are stopped for a while. Then the last step is to wait the 
court’s decision or the Supreme Court to revoke to the certificate 
of registered.21

Ministry of Internal Affiars have send warning letter to Islam 
Defenders Front for two times. Based on the regulation Number 17 
Year 2013 about mass organization, to dissolve mass organization 
needs at least need three times warning letter. The Chairman of 
Ministry Information Center, Dodi Riadamadji said that the 
first letter was sent because FPI attacked the activist of National 
Alliance for Freedom of Religion and Belief (AKKBB) on June 1, 
2008. “Second, while FPI damaging ministry’s building on January 
12, 2012.22

But according to Tanri, the FPI’s assault which occured in 
City Hall (Balai Kota) several times ago was not performed by 
the Central Board of FPI, but it’s Regional Leadership Council. 
That’s why, he said, the government cannot publish the reprimand 
sanction because the authority of Jakarta Politics amd National 
Integrity. “The registered FPI here is nationally,”Tanri said. FPI 
have been registered in Ministry of Internal Affairs with number 
SKT: 025/D.III.3/II/2009 that the license was already extended by 
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number 01-00-00/0010/D.III.4/VI/2014 and its validity period 
until 2019. Whereas, the matter of financial support of FPI have 
been left entirely to Financial Transaction Reports and Analysis 
Centre (PPATK).23

Legal observer of constitutional law, Refly Harun, said the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs has authority to dissolve illegal mass 
organization, such as Islam Defenders Front. According to him, 
to dissolve illegal mass organization is an easy task for Ministry of 
Internal Affairs. 

Theorically, the Ministry of Internal Affiars revokes FPI’s 
registration. That’s it. Even its registration was already 
revoked, it doesn’t mean that FPI’s supporter cannot 
gather and perform protest. As part of citizens, they have 
rights to still being together, to get allied, and to deliver 
their aspirations which as stipulated in Constitution 
1945. Indeed, if they are forced (cannot be together and 
allied) could even violate Human Rights. But, if they do 
mischief and discrimination, it is a different matter.24

Based on the Law Number 17 Year 2013 about Mass 
organization, there are two ways to dissolve it, they are through 
Ministry of Law and Human Rights or Ministry of Internal 
Affairs. The first way could be reached if that current organization 
registered in Ministry of Law and Human Rights. But the General 
Director of Public Law Administration, Harkristuti Harkrisnowo 
said that FPI not registered in Ministry of Law and Human Rights. 
SO, the authority is on Ministry of Internal Affairs. The Chairman 
of Ministry Infromation Centre of Ministry of Internal Affairs, 
Dodi Riadmadji said that there are three stages of dissolving a 
mass organization, by giving warning letter, stopping the aid on it, 
and performing dissolution.25

According to the Executive Director of The Indonesian 
Institute (TII),  Raja Juli Antoni, if closely observed, the GMJ’s 
leaders rhetorics left cultural violence where the hatred on a current 
religion and race is explicitely and repeteadly shown in public. The 
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cultural violence in long term is realy dangerous for democracy. 
This is because of the cultural violence giving justification on 
cultural-religion to hate and to discriminate certain group.26

Refers to the Law Number 17 Year 2013 about mass 
organization, in Article 59 verse (2), mentioned that: Ormas is 
forbid to:
a. To perform hostility action against on ethnic, religion, 

race or group; 

b. To perform misuse, blasphemy, or desecration on 
recognized religions in Indonesia; 

c. To perform separatis activity that threatening the 
sovereignity of Republic of Indonesia;

d. To perform violence action, to disturb the peace and 
public order or to damage public and social facility; or 

e. To perform action that becomes the task and authority 
of law enforcer base on provision of legislation.

Whereas in Article 60 up to Article 82 about the provision 
of sanction: not clearly stated about criminal sanction on mass 
organization which perform violence, but just about administrative 
sanction only. 

In this matter, there’s no article founde in Law No.17 Year 2013 
about Mass Organization and Government Regulation of Republic 
of Indonesia Number 18 Year 1986 which organize about criminal 
accountability and criminal sanction for Mass Organization 
which perform violence. On the other hand it can stated that the 
state perform omission on this action to be continuously occur 
without any significant role in taking strict action, and about how 
the law enforcement process for that violence perpetrator mass 
organization.

However, dissolution on FPI is not a good solution on various 
violence and intolerance that performed by Islamic hardline group. 
As described as by Zaki Mubarok, even FPI will be dissolved, 
another groups will appear with new names. So, about dissolving 
solution will just be a short-term solution. And it will not make it 
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fully disappeared at all. Might be, there is no more FPI, but another 
similar group will be born. I suggest about something that should 
be done by the government is how to give understanding to those 
Moderat-Islamic group, to give support to make them appearing. 
Including to control situation in public spaces to be not driven by 
those intolerance Islam groups.27

According to him, the better thing to do is, by doing 
governmental or state authority to control public space. Because 
the task and function of government is to prevent the intolerance 
groups dominate the public space. Besides it, civil society should 
do good coordination, because all this time, there is no good 
coordination. The good steps that could be done is, by doing 
defense against Ahok as the legal-constitutional leader. He gave 
sample, mass organization which dares to state Ahok is legal-
constitutional as leader of DKI Jakarta is, NU. Properly, there are 
more mass organizations who dare to speak that truth, including 
the youth organization with religious based, such as HMI, PMII, 
and IMM. Defense against Ahok is not pointed to defend Ahok 
personally, but to defend against intolerance politics.28

So, what is the motif of FPI’s dissolution against Ahok’s 
leadership in DKI Jakarta? That motif could be varies, depends 
on used argumentation and interpretation. Such as what stated by 
Zaki Mubarok who claimed to have asked to FPI outside Jakarta 
who came to demonstrate in Jakarta. According to that FPI’s claim, 
they agreed Ahok policy to reducing sinner locations, such as to 
close Stadium Discotique. But they protest Ahok’s attitude who 
seems blame FPI to perform violence. In fact, besides FPI there are 
some tribal mass organizations such as Betawi Brotherhood Forum 
(FBR), Betawi People’s Forum (Forkabi), which often perform 
violence. On the other hand, according to that FPI’s member, 
they are angry if blamed as the only one mass organization as the 
violence perpetrator.29

That presented argument of FPI in refusing Ahok’s leadership 
is the leader should be a Moslem. In case, Ahok is not a Moslem, 
and it is illegal to choose him as a leader. FPI considered that 
the election is not appropriate to Islamic taught, and so they not 
recognize electoral result. That argument should be omitted, as long 
as it is not damage public order. It is a normal one to have different 
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political view or argumentation, but not by doing violence. The 
problem is when the violence and the anarchism happens, police 
and law enforcer are not serious to handle it. So, people assume 
there is something among the polices. Why this “handling” occurs 
partially, and it is not make them sour. “Moreover, some of them 
said, this is FPI’s demonstration occurs because they are paid for 
sure. They are sneaking.”30

The next assumption is about security business in some 
regions of Jakarta which organizaed by FPI together with local 
mass organization groups, such as FBR. And, there is leadership 
seizing motif as well, where in Regional Election of DKI in 2012, 
the candidate Jokowi-Ahok versus Fauzi Bowo-Nachrawi Ramli 
who supported by FPI. That material issue wrapped by political 
defeat issue in order to make it more interesting and become a 
popular discourse.31 

Hafiz Muhammad said that speculation or motif 
assumption which initiated anarchism by FPI in refusing Ahok’s 
leadership, could be various. One of them is because of current 
group’s worries against Ahok’s leadership which is considered 
quietly firm, not inconsequential, adhered the constitution, 
and it means could be a threat for those groups. And about the 
material motif, by consideration that various demonstrations 
performed by FPI needs financial support or anything, it should 
be proved first.32

The hatred spreading that possibly becomes root of hatred 
and intolerance, disseminated through the assemblies held by FPI. 
In those assemblies also proclaims to hostile other people based 
on what they belief. The political view distinction then straight to 
violence already shown by FPI before Ahok inducted as Governor 
of DKI Jakarta. For example in the case of Susan Headman, that 
considered by FPI contradicts to Islamic values, because Moslem 
majority who led by a non-Moslem leader is forbidden. In this 
case, the National Commission on Violence Againsts Women 
(Komnas Perempuan) agrees what have performed by Ahok while 
he dares to firmly state his final decision on election himself is 
constitutionally legal.33

Some people suspect, Red and White Coallition (KMP) is 
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behind the FPI’s anarchy. Another mentioned about the gamblers 
as the supporter of Ahok, because he wants to clean up illegal 
gambling and narcotics business network in Jakarta. Those matters 
make people suspect him that behind the refusal action against 
Ahok, there are gambling business and criminal plans.34

In anarchy refusing Ahok by FPI, the actors behind it 
contained by some elements, including Haji Lulung, one of local-
representative members of Jakarta from PPP faction, and another 
group as well. This indication could be seen from protest performed 
by Haji Lulung on Ahok and he called for demonstration also. The 
other is M. Taufik, a politician from Gerindra faction who was the 
chairman of General Election Commission (KPU) of DKI Jakarta. 
In the further, some interests met there namely KMP group which 
disappointed on Ahok because he resigned from Gerindra. Then 
Haji Lulung who disappointed because his business become 
loss because of Ahok’s policy while he was as Vice Governor in 
doing “cleaning up” in Tanah Abang market. Next interest came 
from hardline Islamic group, including GARIS from Cianjur. The 
participants of rejecting action against Ahok were not only from 
DKI Jakarta, but also from Cianjur, Sukabumi, and Tasik. On the 
other hand, the meeting of various interests in the name of religion, 
politics, and illegal business, supporting rejection appearance 
against Ahok’s leadership in Jakarta.35

Similar things also stated by the National Commission on 
Violence Againsts Women (Komnas Perempuan), about behind 
FPI’s anarchy there is political motif. FPI on behalf of religious 
community, religious symbolism and religious holiness to 
influence the public about what was truly performed is a political 
action.36 The violent conflicts generally roots from power struggle. 
That wanted power is economically profitable. But behind those 
violent action performed by FPI, it is possible if there are some 
supporting elements want to take profit as well. Because it was so 
irrational to be honestly agreed by observing the demonstration 
performed in almost everyday with big number participants, if 
there is no adequate financial support for it.37

To respond this demonstration which led to anarchy, according 
to Zaki Mubarok, the government cannot stop people to show 
their aspirations through demonstration, because demonstration 
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is a constitutional right of resident to vocalize their options and 
their political aspirations. But however, the government could 
perform something good, especially for the security sector, either 
demonstration or another any action should not violate people’s 
right and not perform violent as well. 38

Freedom of expression of someone’s cannot violate other 
people’s right. The Unitary State of Republic of Indonesia has 
constitution which should be applied. While freedom of expression 
collides with another people’s freedom, it includes in lawlineness. 
“So, just arrest them! Don’t be scare to be called that government is 
not Islam, government beat Moslem. Don’t ever! FPI is just a little 
part of Moslem in Indonesia which has very firm aspirations that 
in some chances often breaks the law. So, it has to be processed as 
same as another residents. But this matter has not seen yet.” 39

The similar argument also stated by National Commission 
on Violence Againts Women, that every citizen has fundamental 
rights to worship in accordance to his or her religion or belief. That 
is a principle of Human Rights (HAM) to not break, not to restrict 
and not to reduce other people’s right. When someone’s action or 
group in contrary to the Law by doing assault or threat, so it is 
called as breaking the law. That is not a part of religious taught, but 
it is a crime.40

Government should overcome anarchy actions, including 
what was performed by FPI in rejecting Ahok’s leadership in 
Jakarta. No matter his background, he constitutionally elected 
and he already fulfilled requirements as leader who was elected 
democratically in an electoral mechanism, so he has rights to 
organize the provincial government of DKI Jakarta. The elements 
which rejecting Ahok is really not relevant anymore, because Ahok 
is constitutionally legal now. For that, if there is anarchism against 
him occurs, so state must do an action to handle it. Unfortunately, 
the state never takes part on violent conflict. The state just allows 
that such action, thus raising big question among society. Whereas, 
the state has power and facility which given by constitution to deal 
with its tasks to secure, to organize and to keep away conflict to not 
happens among society.
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2. Case of Yogyakarta: Assault and Dissolution of Worship in 
Tolerance City41

The Special Region of Yogyakarta (DIY) is very thick with 
culture of tolerance. Pluralism management and multiculturalism 
in that Gudeg City runs so good and get appreciation from some 
elements.42 

In the context of freedom of religion/belief, Yogyakarta 
become a region which generally conducive. Moreover, protection 
to minority groups of religion/belief is fully given and almost 
without any requirement. Ahmadiyah and Syiáh followers which 
discriminated in some places, in this region they get adequate 
protection from regional government apparatus, either in the 
socio-political sector or security. 

However, 2014 is one of a dark period on freedom of 
religion/belief in Yogyakarta. By two cases happened successively 
in almost same time, they are assault and rejection of Rosario at 
Julius Felicianus’ house, the Director of Galang Press — one of 
big publishing company in Yogyakarta, and assault on Christiant 
house of worship as well, which led by Pendeta Nico Lomboan. 
Those both cases even noted by some elements as an emergency 
indicator of tolerance in City of Tolerance, Yogyakarta.43        

In the case of assault action on Rosario at house of Julius 
Felicianus, at Perumahan STIE YKPN Yogyakarta, the actions 
of intolerance group could be said so incidental and accidental. 
According to residents surrounding Julius’ house, that event is 
not known by surrounding people. That because on Thursday 
(29/05/14) at 19.00 WIB, mostly residents of the village went to 
Ngawi for condolence. There are just some people staying around 
the location. Their ignorance is told by Village Head, Jamin, who 
at that time was attending 100 days prayers (tahlilan) of a villager 
death. 

That beating action which done by this a society group is 
recognized when some friends of Jamin inform about there is an 
incident happened in Julius’ house. After that report, the Village 
Head checked the location alone. According to him, that event 
happened so fast. The beginning, exactly in the morning before 
the event occurred, about 07.00 oçlock, Julius’ neighbor, namely 
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Asep and Bachtiar told about condition of victim’s house where 
worship being held there. 

This worsip considered to disturbing by someone reporter 
and it has no permit from the village apparatus. Statement on this 
activity is done continuously for a month by Catholic followers of 
Julius. According to the reporter, this activity is quietly unordinary 
because not recognized by Village Head. Jamin as the Village Head 
also justify the statement of Asep and Bachtiar about no report on 
that worship activity. 

“Worship activity by any religion we should appreciate, 
but in this opportunity I don’t know that the 
congregation stays in Julius’ house perform prayer 
activity continuously for a month, and for sure we forbid 
it, moreover they do not inform me before,”44 said the 
Chairman of Sukoharjo village. 

Those explanations, precisely show that seed of tolerance 
honestly existing among surrounding society, moreover the 
apparatus on the level of Village Head. Residents and Village 
Head have intolerance almost in same degree while talking about 
worship and requirement to report before doing worship activity.

At that night also, Jamin plans to announce the people about 
worship in Julius’ house. But, at that same time also, there is prayer 
activity and bad news about a resident death in Ngawi. Because of 
that reason, he canceled his plan to announce people and suggest 
to post-poned it. Unfortunately, that event became a chaos which 
creates casualties. 

On 20.30 o’clock, after report given from Mursidi, one of 
resident who went for condolence in Ngawi, Head of Pedukuhan 
Village of Sukoharjo went to see situation on location. He met two 
young men, namely Asep and Gunawan in front of Julius’ house. 
The house of victim became the target of assault. It is proven by 
follower’s motorcycle which parked at that house in all collapse. 
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According to Jamin’s explanation, Asep and Gunawan already 
became annoyed and not cooperative while met by Village Head. 
At the last, the Village Head initiated to call the authorities.

At 21.00 o’clock, the group that has characteristic wearing 
above-the ankles trouser and mostly wearing the robe have came. 
They indiscriminately attacked Julius and his house. Julius was 
beaten by them until suffering serious bruised. Not long after, the 
authorities came and gave a warning shot. Then, the attackers were 
finally disbanding and no one arrested on that night incident. After 
police has arrived the location, the attackers were still in action. 
They used sharp weapons, such as crowbar and long sword likes 
Samurai in performing their actions. After the attackers disbanded, 
the police found an electric shock device. 

The assault at RT 10 of Tanjungsari Village, Residence of STIE 
YKPN is real to influence against victims, either in material loss 
or immaterial loss.  The material lost occurs because of damaging 
performed by a group of people who destroying victim’s house and 
persecute Julius. Whereas, the immaterial loss is about trust erosion 
of Christian on the victims who performed worship ini his house 
which then inflict trauma on the victims. Julius, himself, should 
get hospital treatment in Panti Rapih Hospital, Yogyakarta because 
serious injury on his left shoulder and unstable psychological 
condition. 

Behind that assault, there are some facts appeared related 
to political motif. First, the perpetrator of assault is precisely his 
neighbours who really know about political activity of Julius. 
Second, the Village Head firmly stated about worship activity of 
Rosario in Julius’ house which considered disturbing Moslem 
community surrounding residence. The tolerance potency well 
actually already embedded. 

Third, Julius is besides working as Director of Galang Press, 
he also a political activist. Before election, he stated his support 
to vote one of the candidate, Jokowi-Jk through JANGKAR 
(Volunteer’s Network) and he actively took part his role as a 
volunteer of Jokowi-JK’s win surrounding his residence. The 
sentiment attitude against him started to develop since his political 
activities became more intensive. Rosario, according to the society 
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is not occurring at that time only, factually it has no problem at 
all. So, it is should be suspected that there is political motif behind 
assault and dissolution against that Rosario. Fourth, on the other 
hand, some of Islamic puritan groups of Central Java-DIY, are 
clearly expressing to support Prabowo-Hatta. 

In that case, there is a serious violence happened, such as 
physical violence (beating, tortuting and beating that creating 
victims physically). Besides that, the psychological violence 
happened as well in the form of blaspheme, curse, suppress, and 
intimidate, and political violence in the form of political activities. 
For the context of Yogyakarta, those violents are not normal events 
which easy to be met.

Not to far from the event of assault and Rosario dissolution 
at Julius’ house, the intolerance action between religious people 
also happened. The assault on house of worship that led by Pdt. 
Nico Lomboan, occurred. Precisely three days after assault action 
against Julius Felicianus house, the Director of Galang Press 
that located in STIE YKPN residence RT 12, Tanjungsari village, 
Sukoharjo, Ngaglik, Sleman on Thursday, May 29, 2014 at 20.30 
o’clock while the Catholic followers performed Rosario prayer. That 
assault action against religious activity happened in Pangukan, 
residence of Nico Priest, which also utilized as house of worship 
for Christian. 

The assault on house of Nico Lomboan, a priest of Pantekosta 
Church that located in RT 03 RW 10, Pangukan, Tridadi, Sleman 
began from the people’s vexation to the owner of the house 
because he allow people to utilize his house as house of worship for 
Christian. This vexation is based on not only because the people 
feel annoyed by the worship activities, but also function-transfer 
of the house for living place to be a house for worship and it has no 
permit from Sleman regional apparatus as well.

Based on investigation performed by SETARA Institute, 
that house is certified propriately Number 4746, Measurement 
Certificate Nomor 00670/2003 Dated 20/01/2003 with land area 
268 square meters. Nico home use as place of worship has been 
underway since 1995. That worship is gradually done every week. 
This triggered vexation of residents because they considered that 
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the owner has performed utilizing abuse on his home which is 
functioned as place of worship. The Head of Pangukan Village have 
done admonition to the owner of the house. That admonition is 
caused by the owner’s attitude, whose puts up the church name 
plaque in front of his home.45 The owner of the house tried to 
tell Village Head by showing off proofs of house of worship 
establishment permit which appropriate to the legal provision. 

Surrounding residents who initiated by Village Head 
reporting that incident to the local government. After observed 
and checked, obtained results which is not in line with statement 
of the house owner who confess already got permit for house of 
worship establishment. Besides it, the residents also raise objections 
to Sleman Legislative Council to process that case in hurry. The 
Legislative Council decided that there is no permit published for 
function transfer of the house to be place of worship. So, that place 
cannot be used for worship.46 But, the followers were not heed that 
decision and stay to perform worship activity like usual. 

In 2011, the Memorandum of Understanding of Problem 
Solving against the Existence of Pantekosta Rl-Shaddai Church 
in Pangukan, between Nico Lomboan as the Church Priest with 
society representative which represented by Turmudi, resident 
of RT 03/10 as religious figure in that village. The main point of 
that MOU is Nico Lomboan as the first party will seek the license 
for the establishment of house of worship. But, the effort of Nico 
Lomboan was refused by loval government until now. 

Rejection of establishment permit of house of worship is 
characterized by issued Decision Letter from Regent Number 
503.2/03 which containing rejection of permit to utilize the 
land owned by Nico Lomboan for worship activity because the 
particular administrative requirements that should be completed, 
not to be fulfilled. Through that regent’s decree, the building was 
finally being returned its function as a residence in to its building 
permit Number 62/IMB/DPU/1995. Since its publishment, the 
MOU and that Regent’s Decree Number 503.2/03, the activity of 
El Shaddai Pantekosta Church Congregation stopped. Finally, that 
house which firstly used for place of worship, is sealed by the local 
apparatus. 
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Almost same with the assault performed by mob wears 
“cingkrang” pants (not full length pants) against house of Julius 
Felicius, the assault case on house of Nico Lomboan/El Shaddai 
Pantekosta Church performed by people group attackers begun 
from residences’ objection with the reason of function-transfer of 
the house to be place of worship. 

On Sunday, June 1, 2014, about 08.00 o’clock, the residences 
objected against Christian congregation who came to Nico 
Lomboan to perform worship together. Those congregations 
who came at that time is not usual congregation who often come 
gradually for the routine worship like before 2011, but those 
congregations came from outside the city, that’s from Ambon.47 
According to explanation of Villager Head, some days before 
incident happened, they already got suspection about activity 
inside the building which according to the residence was still being 
sealed. But, the society ignored it because they assumed that the 
house is under the sealing authority by local government, so there 
is no permit to another people to use it or to get inside it.48

The activity of worship which re-performed again in Nico 
Lomboan’s house, make residences questioned it. People felt to 
be betrayed by the owner because he broke MOU which already 
agreed by them. Turmidi, as a religious figure in Pangukan 
and also becomes one of the parties who signed that MOU to 
representing residences, was finally taking over. According to Nur 
Widiati49, neighbor who witnessed the incident, before the assault 
performed by residence which is represented by Turmidi as the 
religious figure in Pangukan, mediation was held by the owner. 
The worship activity is kept going. The residences gave tolerance to 
congregation to finish their worship. 

But not too long after that, group of people who according 
to people50, is a member of FPI (Islam Defenders Front) came to 
that location and bring some weapons, such as ax, crowbar and 
punch (bodem). To anticipate the physical violence and casualties, 
people called the police. Finally, the apparatus came, they are 
Mobile Brigade (Brimob), Army, Police. They came to location to 
take over security. After worship activity on Sunday finished, the 
apparatus tried to take care congregation from the mass to prevent 
more casualties. 
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Mass were still angry and expressing their emotion. Then, 
they finally damaged and threw the stones away the building by 
using catapult. Mass destroy the windows by throwing the stones 
and damaging the gate of house. The assault of Nico Lomboan was 
continued by people after Midday praying (sholat Dzuhur).

The assault against house of Nico Lomboan where worship 
activity of the Christian congregation occurred, there is violent 
tucked on freedom of religion/belief and freedom of worship 
in accordance to their religion or belief. The freedom to believe 
and to worship in accordance to their belief is firmly stipulated 
in 1945 Constitutions, that every people has freedom to hole a 
religion and to worship in according to their current religion 
which is constitutionally guaranteed by the state. This assault can 
be classified as human right abuse. This can be considered from 
the mass assault that initiated by Islamic figure against Christian 
Congregation who perform worship activity. Mass activity in this 
assault action form, is absolutely wrong. People in Indonesia live 
in democracy country who can apply the way to solve the problem 
through what was mandated by Pancasila. Building damage that 
was utilized as place for worship surely vilolate human rights on 
propriately. 

According to Iskandar51, the neighbor in front of Nico’s 
house, for surrounding people, that incident has no any relation 
with presidential election. This was strengthened by statement of 
Village Head52 that it just happened suddenly toward the election, 
because actually, the objections of people on that function-transfer 
problem of the house to be place of worship, have occurred since 
several years ago. But the residence gave them tolerance, by letting 
them perform worship until they finished it. 

But, by considering the attacker that according to the residents, 
is truly FPI, so hard to not relating it to political intimidation. As 
widely known by public, FPI openly supports Prabowo-Hatta. FPI 
chapter Central Java-DIY has declared their supports to Prabowo-
Hatta. 

Another fact is, even there is land dispute and conversion 
permit of residence, the residents prefer to emphasize persuasion 
and dialogue. Whereas, the assault performed by outsider, mostly 
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possible mobilized, by utilizing the reality of resident’s objection, 
then as if that assault is a representative of resident’s aspiration.  
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